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Int ;oduct ion

" The present study is investigating the basic neuromotor coordination

mechanisms involted in a rapid elbow flexion movement, and in developing

mathematical models to explain the interaction of these basic neuromotor co-

ordinations with the biomechanical parameters of movement speed. Speed of

movement is being assessed in a biomechanics mode via displacement, velocity,

acceleration, point of inflection between acceleration and deceleration, and

the total time of an elbow flexion movement. Electromyographic analysis

techniques are used to monitor the sequential timing of agonist and antagonist

muscle activity. The mathematical modelling effort incorporates the bio-

mechanical parameters into an interface with the neurophysiological parameters

involving the central and peripheral nervous systems, and then extends the

interface to include viscoelastic properties of the muscle, activation delays,

and neuronal pools.

The experimental approach includes consideration of the neuromotor

coordination mechanisms in both loaded and unloaded elbow, flexion movements;

changes in control mechanisms due to practice and learning effects; changes

in control mechanisms due to local muscular fatigue induced by isometric

exercise in the agonist and in the antagonist muscle groups; feasible

training and practice regimens involving artificial means of enhancing

beneficial changes in control mechanisms; and development of suitable

mathematical models to explain in functional terms the ivays in which the

adaptive mechanisms can account for changes in basic coordination skill and

the breakdown of skilled movement patterns due to local muscular fatigue.

rhe planned series of -studies incorporates research protocols from at least

three istialliv dstict md isolated a reas of resoarcli: ncurophvsilov

biomechanics, and computer science and mathematical modelling.



Summary of Part I:

The first formal investigation was completed December, 1980 ..1

data are presently being analyzed. The first study was designed to secure

criterion measure estimates essential for input into preliminary mathematical

modelling attempts for an unloaded fast elbow flexion movement. As the

early mathematical models developed, it was necessary to revise experimental

methodologies and to collect additional criterion measures as dictated by

modelling needs. The first stage of mathematical modelling has been completed

and is described in Part II of this report.

Beginning in January, 1981 the second formal investigation was begun.

Again guided by the insights and requirements generated by the mathematical

modelling, the second study is assessing basic neuromotor mechanisms involved

in fast elbow flexion: (a) in loaded and unloaded conditions, (b) under

conditions of rested and induced fatigue of the agonist or the antagonist

muscle groups, (c) a unique condition in which agonist and antagonist muscle

groups are, simultaneously fatigued, and (d) in male and female subjects.

Nr , . .



Part I-A Completed Work

Both Principal Investigators devoted full time during tile summer to the

grant by (a) identifying, reviewing, and evaluating recent research publications

relevant to theoretical aspects of the grant project, (b) planning the revised

research protocols in detailed methodology, and (c) identifying, reviewing and

evaluating recent research publications relevant to data analysis and computer

programming. Two research assistants were employed during the month of \ugust

to expedite these undertakings. Preliminary orders for necessary expendable

supplies were sent out.

In September additional graduate research assistants (R-A's) were recruited.

In Dr. Kilmer':; case the RA continued on with computer programming for the

mathematicil modelling aspects of the project. In Dr. Kroll's case new RA's

were indoctrinated into research data collection protocols. The indoctrination

phase included practice in apparatus usage, maintenance, and calibration techniques

as well as pilot testing research measurement schedules to insure reliability

of data collection. The indoctrination phase lasted six weeks resulting in

highly proficient research assistants capable of collecting reliable data.

Beginning the end of October, data collection for the first project began.

The first study was designed to secure essential criterion measure necessary for

input into preliminary mathematical models. These criterion measures include:

... maximum isometric strength of elbow flexion and extension

... rate of tension development

...integrated electromyographic activity at maximal and sub-maximal
tensions and joint angles

.... onist-antagonist contraction patterns during unloaded sneed-
of-movement elbow flexion

.o.F. cc-tcts of local Tmuscular fati ,1e upon ncur'omotor coo-din-tion
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Preliminary mathematical modelling attemots quickly showed that

additional criterion measures would be necessary. As a result of the

modelling requirements, upper limb volumes and biceps and triceps reflex

time and rate of muscle tension development were collected. Limb volumes

are being estimated by anthropometric and water displacement techniques.

The research assistant has been trained in these techniques by Professor

Frank Katch of the Department of Exercise Science who is a recognized

researcher in the body composition area. A M1EDLARS literature search

revealed only a few scattered articles dealing with upper limb reflex

times with none of the data appropriate for modelling requirments. Suitable

apparatus was designed and built for upper human limb reflex testing. Limb

volumes and reflex times have been collected on all subjects tested to date.

At this time 12 subjects have fully co:.pleted the first pha-e of data col-

lection and the results of being analyzed.

In this first study of Phase I, each of the 12 subjects was tested over

ten experimental sessions with each session taking 90-120 minutes. Eight of

these sessions involved speed of movement testing while the other two sessions

involved upper limb reflex and volume assessments. Each of the first four

experimental days included 50 trials of rapid elbow flexion speed of movement

to a designated target. Previous research has shown that this amount of

practice insures that all subjects become well-practiced and exhibit con-

sistent, stabilized performance both in the speed of movement as well as

in the neuromotor coordination mechanisms. Following the establishment of

well-practiced performance, local muscular fatigue was induced 1w two dif-

ftrent effrt/rest exercisze regim.ens. \ 5-second maxinal isometric contract ion

- - - - - - - - -



with a 5-second intertrial rest period--designated the 5:5 condition--for

a total of 30 serial trials constituted the more intense fatigue series.

A S-second maximal isometric contraction with a 10-second intertrial rest

period--designated the 5:10 condition--for a total of 30 serial trials

constituted the less intense exercise regimen.

These two exercise regimens--the 5:5 and the 5:10 conditions--were

designated to produce different levels of fatigue in the involved muscle group.

The 5:5 and the 5:10 exercise regimens were administered on separate occasions

to the agonist (elbow flexors) and to the antagonist (elbow extensors) muscle

groups using a balanced order of presentation over subjects and across test

sessions to minimi:e contaminating test order effects.

One of the purposes of inducing high and low intensity local muscular

fatigue in the agoist or antagonist muscle groups was to ascertain the role

of changes in the periperul muscle state and in peripheral muscle afferent

feedback to higher nervous system centers. Specifically, the question of

whether or not programmed central commands for a fast ballistic movement can

be altered by the presence of different levels of muscular fatigue.

Currently data are being collected in Phase 11 of the grant proposal

(see pages 10-11 of original proposal). In this investigation the same testinq

schedule outlined for the Phase I study is being replicated for elbow flexion

speed of movement. However, to further elucidate the basic neuromotor

coordination mechanisms a load is imposed upon the limb movement task. The

imposition of a load, of course, greatly affects the muscle activation time an"

sequential firing of involved muscle groups and constitutes a more comnlex

movement task with distinctly more complex nervous system control system

involvement.
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In order to insure identical loading for subjects with different

limb lengths, an inertial loading technique is being used. The natural

moment of inertia can be altered by placement of light weights at long

distances and heavy weights at short distances from the fulcrum point.

The protocol being employed utilizes a fixed weight for all subiects but

varies the distance from the fulcrum point to comply with the condition of

imposed moment of inertia. One load condition being used is equal to tWo

times the natural moment of inertial while the second load condition is

equal to five times the natural moment of inertia.

In addition to the two different exercise regimens of 5:3 and 5:10

administered to the agonist and to the antagonist muscle groups on separate

occasions, another set of exercise regimens are also being administered.

Based upon mathematical modelling considerations, it is of interest to

ascertain the effect of local muscular fatigue in both the agonist and antagonist

muscle groups simultaneously upon basic neuromotor coordination mechanisms.

To accomplish such a goal of producing fatigue in both agonist and antagonist

muscle groups, a flexion-to-extension contraction sequence was designed.

By using a 5-second contraction of the elbow flexors followed immediately

by a S-second contraction of the elbow extensors with no intertrial rest period,

fatigue effects equivalent to 5-second contraction and 5-second rest periods

can be produced in both the agonist and antagonist muscle grouls. Similarly,

if the effort sequence is a 3-second contraction of tho elbow flexors followed

by a 5-second contraction of the elbow extensors followed by a 5-second

rest period, the equivalent fatigue effects of a 5-second contraction, 1--sOci'ud

rest period exercise regimen canr be produced in both the agonist nd ,un afoni -

;ausc ICrroups simultaneoums1.

:-.__ _ .... ... . , d '- .. . . .... , .. . J .A. ~ .. t.. .. , .



These two new exercise regimens, designated the 5/5:0 and the 5/5:3,

will allow assessment of fatigue effects in the agonist and the antagonist

muscle groups upon basic neuromotor coordination mechanisms and provide a

stringent test of the predictive power of the mathematical model being

developed. In actuality the two new exercise regimens will produce slightly

more fatigue than the 5:3 and the 5:10 regimens upon which they were based

because some degree of co-contraction of agonist and antagonist muscle

groups occurs in maximal isometric contractions. Such co-contraction

effects, however, are desirable since they will heighten the local muscular

fatigue produced.

The Phase 11 study described above will involve 12 male and 12 female

subjects with each subject attending 12 test sessions of 9)-120 minutes each.

Ten of these sessions involve speed of movement and exercise conditions while

the other two sessiors are for !:pper limb reflex and volume testing. One of

the research assistants (:lma C. Garcia) will be using some of the data for

her Ph.D. dissertation in exercise science under the chairmanshin of PI

Kroll. It is anticipated that data collection will be completCd by 3ay. 19SI

with subsequent reduction and analysis of data taking place over the summer

months. A Master's thesis is currently being completed which is a nilot study

effort dealing with the effects of vibration uton speed of movement and neuro-

motor coordination mechanisms. This graduate student, ,larilvn Teovs, was not

a research assistant but her work was supported in part by purchase of essenti:i1

expendable supplies.

o - - - - a- ' - 4faa
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.model 11i no

Summarv of Part-ill:

We describe a two-compartment mrcdel of the3 neuromuscul an system

involved in the voluntary fast Arm mrovzement to a zarget, CiSCU sse- ty Kr 0,:

iPart 1. Thie first cozatme-i ace~ veraced bi.ce-s adtrice:;sE'

signals as inputs, and moda2ls the arm's iusculo-skeletal res~orse by

producing eltbow anguiar position ., (t) and velocity ;(t) over tre co-rrespcroC-

ing mocvement, tig-e. This is called our E/Q/b(t) moeand its dfnr

equation is of the form

,V(t) = (extensor to~rcue =Q)-(flexor torque=Q)

A detailed version of this ec.-:ation is being ccm~pute"-sir-ilat-ed whith t'--

PASCAL program-me list'?d in Aopen.,ix A.

Our second compartment, called our cc~ot~model, accects io,:iiioal

commands as inputs, and models tne nervous systemr's response by rdc'

smoothed flexor and extensor EYG sionals to feed into tl-.re E/Q;,' roe. <0

1:-4 giyes a schematic reoresentat ion of the IcncnE oe, nrs

explained in detail in the report.

he purpose of ojr t.wo models is to separate the- var ,us cOntrol

1,inct ions in the bal list ic arm-movement system vell enough to understanc

,,here adaptaticn ccu-rs as speed, prccision, ar~d coordinato, of 7,cve mert

improve wi:th practice.

This is tne first publication that ',-as arisen frcm ,%or< on tU

contr-ct..

-7Z1
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1I-A Completed Work

Since last June we nave completed an initial specification of two

models that will help us to better understand and guide the direction of

Kroll's experiments. The first rmodel accepts smoothec EYG inputs to flexor

and extensor muscles and calculates arm angle dyn ,,ics for the fast arm move-

ment described above b' K-oll. This model K, d-lented the E.,'O,/:t) rod

(short for E4G/elbow torcue = Q'elbow angula- velocity dQ,'dt = ) The

second rodel feeds flexor and extensor smocthed E ,. outputs into t,-,e -,-ist

model, and receives its input commands from a volitional fast arm movement

center in the brain, presumably via the pyraenidal tract frcm the cerebell,u

to the brainstem and spinal cord (cf. Miles and Evarts, 1979). This model

is denoted the Com/Cont/E model (short for command/neural control/EMS). The

appropriate connection of our two rFodels provides a complete overall model

for the fast arm movement as cri.,en by volitional commanzs.

Below we describe the E/Q,/ model first and the ccn,'cont/E mool

second. Section :-S then proposes further studies for next Year.

--w e



1) The E/Q/z mocel

This model arose out cf a desire o f:-I ate a anitati'e . ozr °

of the E/Q/. part of the arm mcvement to :3re eo 2y Kro".. -f:er

reviewing the relevant literature, we rejeotec possible mccel forma: ...

at the molecular bijphysi;al level as cc- 'plex .cf. 5cze, , I3, .Z-,

and Dijkatra et al., 1973a, 1973b). In 3z:it ion, for our rOVe'-e"t, te'

would be too difficult to specify quantitatiiely. 'e also rejected ....

fcrmnulations at the spring-mass post,,ra! e,el (of. Sa.i tt, i9) ecause

they would be too steady-state orientec to alc,., an analysis of c.r,-aI-o

transient arm mction. Other control encineering models (cf., e. '. -_r,

seemed too general or too coarse-grained for our purpose.

Figure 1I-i gives a schematic representation of tre frarewor< for tre

E/Q/ model .e chose. its correspo:uing too-level analysis formula is

QE - ()

where each dot over . indicates a time cerivative, ard Q, and Q, are the

respective torques anut the elbow as exerter- the extensor an. fexor

groups of musc les (all the muscles in eacn qroup ope-ate in arp --x "mate

temooral and tensional unison throuchout our movement _Lagasse, 5 .

is tr.e arm's moment of inertia for rotations anout the fixec eti j4c as

shown in Fig. 1:-_ (over a , change from 60' to about -30°).

At the second levtl of analytical refinement, we let

where ; is the torque due to viscoelastic traking of the movement J

est enne9, 9-9'1 -u,,- is t e maximum over -90' <'9_ - iso-er:

torque pro..uce by the extensor, iven the smoothed exe-cS:- e.
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MGE' recorded over the last second (250 ms, or several seconds would serve

as well, but we need a standard). To find E we accept the claim of

Messier, et al., 1971, that under static loadz, 'the averaged EMG is

directly proportional to muscle tension and the constant of proportionality

is independent of muscle length." Admittedly, the force properties of

muscles undergoing rapid active or passive stretch or compression are very

different than when these muscles are being actively or passively subjected

to static loads. But from what little is known, the best we can do to

account for this is to include the factor appearing in (2). E is a

fraction between 0 and 1 that inserts the force-velocity relationship

suggested by Thorstensson et al., 1976, and Perrine and Edgerton, 1978, for

the human knee, and by Lagasse's 1975 observations on forearm accelerations

during maximally fast movements (quite like our experimental ones only

untargeted).

Our *VE function is

* = 1 0-(

where o is in degrees/sec, and the double-cusped brackets -nean

[ x if x >0

x]= to otherwise

For the flexor side we let

C= .0 VF1IF : VF " IF !

where ir.. is similar to 'IE and F vE" Equating o'E oF f~r cur

movement is inaccurate to some degree because the f~exor uncerg:es actve

contraction and/or passive ccmpression whereas tne extenszr ..re-3es

i passive or active stretch (actually, :the 2oi~t must ze st~ti ize.: t~e'-e

are no purely passive muscle states, cnly aoproximate ones).

,I , .a J ... ....
- 4 1q
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Our method, then, reduces to choosina functions in (2) that best fit

the averaged data before, durina, and after enough trials by each subject

(hundreds!) to enable him to achieve maximum soeed. The resulting functions

should tell us some valuable quantitative things about the muscle properties

involved.

At the last level of analytical refinement, we let

*IF(t) = AFcoso(t) kF-"F( )hF(t-t) dT, (5)

where AFcos (t) converts flexor force to torque according to the geometry of

Fig. II-1; "-F(T) is the smoothed EMGF envelope at time r; kF is a constant

of proportionality that we assume converts EMGF(T) into flexor force at r

(Messier, et al., 1971); and hFit- ) is the normalized flexor twitch

response at time t to a unit k FEM-GF impulse that arrived at time r.F F
Our hF(t-T) is defined in Fig. 11-2, where we equate hF(t-T) with its

extensor counterpart (for want of knowledge to do otherwise. This could be

incorrect by perhaps 10% or so, especially after many practice trials). The

shape of our h function is a c-truncation (for economy in computing) of

Dijkstra et al.'s 1973a) twitch response function for biceps bracnii muscle.

But whereas their s = .015 and B2 = .15, we began with a = .05 and a2 = .3.

As we continue to fit the incoming data, our a's will doubtless change in

the direction of Dijkstra et al.'s.

Equation (5) assumes linearity in the accumulation of twitch resoonses.

This is prcbaly somewhat inco-rect for our mcvemert. Yet Sakitt, 1SC,

7akes the sae liearity assumtir for an arm -cveert similar t ou-s ad

MEEM
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Figure 11-2. Definition of nt(t-r) = h (t-T) in equaton (5). See text for

explanation.

-;own doe =Mid-



obtains good results. In the future, however, we plan to try letting h(t-T)

vary as a function of
t- -

j - )e do, (6)

t-T-V

the exponentially-weighted EMG input from t-r back to t-T-v in time. This

seems like the most expeditious way to introduce an appropriate nonlinearity

for the accumulation of twitch responses into equation (5).

Letting AFkF = CF in (5) we get

t-u

,IF(t) = CF cosO(t) J EF()hF(t-)dt (7)

Defining *IE similarly and neglecting 'E in (2) (as does Sakitt, 1981. cf.

also Lestienne, 1979), our final refined version of eauation (1) becomes

;(t) = WvCOSE(t) - ( -

t-UC

F j " F( M )hF(t-) J (8)

with the constraining assumptions given above. To a firs: apprcximaticn we

can obtain CE and CF in (8) by replacing J" by the isometric torcue found

Ale- -A
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first in the flexor and then in the extensor directions for each subject.

There are various good ways of measuring each subject's J (e.g., Hatze,

1980, refers to one he has developed), but we have not yet selected one.

We now discuss how the TMT signals in (8) are obtained. Figure 11-3

shows an example test record. The EMGav signals are rectified and filtered

raw EMG signals. EMGav signals are derived in an on-line computer which

"continuously" leaks off a fraction of the present integral of the rectified

EMG signal. Denoting the latter EMGr , EMG in Figure 11-3, to a good

approximation, is given by
t

EMG(t) f EMGr(t)e-'(t")dT (9)

0

Thus if EMGr(T) = K, a constant, then

EMot K - e- t] K (10)
EMG = e

as t gets large. Also, if EMGr(-) CT, C a constant, then

EMG(t) [ - -0 K (11)
a

for small t. Finally, it is easily shown that if EMGr = K as in (10) for a

long time and then EMGr becomes 0 at t,

d EMG(It+c) Ke-ac . K (12)

for small c. Comparing (10) and (12) gives us a way to determine a from

appropriate data samples.

Ecuations (10) - (12) enable us to find easily the E.MG(t) auantities in

(8) from EMG(t) records such as shown in Fig. 11-3. For example, given the

- .....
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EMGF signal in Fig. 11-3, we form a straight-line-segmental approximation to

it by connecting a to b, b to c, etc. If in this approximation, a segment

is essentially constant at K, we let EMG there equal Ka. If the segment

rises with slope C > 0, we let M_ rise correspondingly with slope Ca. If

the segment falls from K with slope -K, we let M there equal 0. Thus our

EMG(t) equals a times the straight-line-segmental approximation to EMG

except where that approximation falls off. The falloff intervals are easy

to handle because the r signals for our movement are either on at high

intensity or nearly off over most of every trial.

There is, however, one adjustment to the "gG(t) signal derived above

that we need to make. In order to compensate for M inaccuracies during

EMG falloff phases and intrinsic EMG distortions of nervous excitation to

muscle at low signal levels, we shall augment our Mi signal with a *(t)

postural feedback term. This is justified by assumption 4 in the next

section.

To make the adjustment, we denote the previous rG' by T'G*, and add a

feedback term denoted -M*. This gives us

"T'- (t) = 7 M'G(t) + T"M-G**(t) (13)

on both the flexor and extensor sides. We define:

t= PF [(t-20) + PF2 (t-
20) + PF3 (t-20) G(t) (14)

where the double-cusped brackets mean the same as in (4); where the quantity

inside these brackets is s(t) as predicted from s, s, and 3 20 ms earlier

(20 ms being the total delay around the loop from y receptor to a stimulation

of muscle); where G(t) a 0 until s first reaches i degrees, and G(t) 1 1 there-

after; and where the PFi are corstants (now set at PF1 = .... P F2 ,

-- recall that o is in degrees/ms and 3 is in degrees,'ms2 ). Smilarl ,

G t t) = E! -((t-20) + PE2;(t-
20 ) + PE3 3(t-20))1 G(t {
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where PEi PFi

Finally, to keep (14) and (15) from causing everlasting * oscillations,

we change (1) to

J(t) = QE(t) - QF(t) - C C(t) (16)

where the C viscoelastic damping factor (cf. Lestienne, 1979) is set "near"C

the level that just prevents a second 4 overshoot of the 0 degree target

position.

We now consider adaptation.

As our subjects accumulate more experience, we know from past results

(Lagasse, 1975, e.g.) that their movement times will decrease. If the

adaptations enabling this occur partly in the muscles, this should require

us to modify the h functions in (8). Since in previous pilot experiments

our flexor movement adapted several times faster and further than the

opposite extensor movement, it could happen that only hF in (8) adapts with

practice. It also might develop that all adaptation occurs in the nervous

system (cf. the com/cont/E model, next Section).

The crucial feature of our E/Q/; model is that eventually it should

locate and characterize the adaptive nonlinear effects involved when speed

of movement is increased with practice. This should give us a mechanical

perspective on how to train for speed, precision, crace and skill--in

short, for well coordinated fitness.

We have included as Appendix A a listing of the PASCAL prcgramme

written by Valerie Congdon to compute *(t) and s(t), as outlined above,

using a file containing the T'F(t) and MG E(t) data for one movement. The

program is well documented, hierarchically organized into procedural and

functional levels identical to the analysis levels in this report, and

specified so as to te easy to chance. Ms. Congdon, who will leave UMass

-n January, 1921, has done in exemolary job.

- ag
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Personnel Change (for Kilmer)

By the end of February 1981 the modelling project's RA will change from

Ms. V. Congdon, who is leaving school to accept a job, to R. Pelosi, a Ph.D.

student in the IE/Operations Research Department. Ms. Congdon will complete

the EMG-torque-movement simulation programme before leaving. Her work has

been of the highest professional caliber (cf. Appendix A, a listing of our

PASCAL simulation programme). Mr. Pelosi will need much of the spring term

after March I to train for the continuation of Congdon's work.

.Ij' -,, , . _ _ .. . .



2. The Com/Cont/E Model

This model concerns the functional organization of the neural control

system for the E/Q/ model described above. It is an attempt to make

precise only those conclusions that have been formulated by several experi-

menters as necessary consequences of their tests on fast arm movements

involving the elbow and sometimes one other joint. The com/cont/E model is

amenable to few significant neuroanatomical interpretations. Eventually we

hope to obtain a good structural model that does not suffer from this

defect, but that may be a couple of years away.

Our specification of the com/cont/E model arose out of the following

Assumptions

1. For about the first 100 ms at least, our fast arm movement is entirely

feedforward (is independent of any feedback), and thus is unaffected by

stretch reflex or tendon afferents (cf. Wadman, et al., 1979; Desmedt

and Godaux, 1978).

2. Selecting the levels LF and LE of flexor and extensor EMG activity

require the first volitional decisions. (As noted by Kroll above, all

of the flexor muscles act approximately in temporal and tensional

unison with the biceps during our arm movement. Likewise for the

triceps and the extensor muscles.) These levels are selected to set

the speed and amplitude, M, of the movement with allowances for expected

inertial loading of the limb and estimated fatigue of the muscles being

activated (cf. Lestienne, et al., 1979; Lestienne, 1979; Wadman, et

al., 1979; Wadman, et al., 1980).

3. The next movement decision is to set the relative timing of the first

flexor and extensor :YG tursts. This determines the -cvemert's ccmtina-

• _ • _ , ., •



tion of magnitude and speed, again allowing for the expected loading

and muscle fatigue (cf. references in 2 above). Force-velocity and

force-length effects are probably also included in this reckoning

(Thorstensson, et al., 1976; Perrine and Edgerton, 1978), as well as

viscoelastic braking (Lestienne, 1979; Maughan and Godt, 1979).

4. The flexor and extensor muscle tension levels at the end of the movement

epoch when the postural maintenance phase is entered are variable, but

the ratio R between these two levels, (as reflected by their leaky-

integrated EMG levels) is a fixed postural command, and is not affected

by the starting point, direction, amplitude, or speed of movement

(Lestienne, et al., 1979; Sakitt, 1980). Presumably the EMG levels

themselves at the end of the movement epoch are quickly adjusted if need

be (how fast?) to obtain the desired postural stretch reflex stiffness

(Houk, 1976). Since the biceps tendon reflex loop delay is about 35

ms, the stretch reflex loop delay is about 50 ms (Marsden, et al., 1976),

and our actual arm movement duration is about 300 ms, the presently

unknown speed with which the set point of the stretch reflex is reset

and the reflex subsequently engaged will be imortant to discover.

5. In males at least, continued practice of a fast arm movement reduces

execution time and alters the movement's EMG signature (Lagasse, 1975).

In the light of the above assumptions, we now give a point-by-point

description of the com/cont/E model (Fiaure 11-4):

1. At the top of Figure 11-4, R, L, M, ILF, and FF are commands issued

from the volitional decision center for our fast arm movement (this

"center" might be distributed over a large part of the brain). R is t.ie

ratio described in assumption 4 above; L times g, L;F, and L.a, are tne
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levels L and L, described in 2 above; N is defined in 2; ILF, the
F

inertial loading factor, and FF, the fatigue factor, referred to in 2

and 3 are appropriately scaled for multiplication into the subject's

moment of inertia, J, for the arm movement in question. Thus ILF > 1,

with IFL = 1 when no external load is added; and 0 < FF < 1, with FF = 0

interpreted as complete paralysis and FF = 1 as zero fatigue (defined in

terms of force development capability).

2. NF and NE are loosely interpretable respectively as flexor and extensor

motorneuronal pools that arive either the flexor and extensor arm

musculature for our movement or just the biceps and triceps.

3. At t = 0 the flexor EMG is activated. t* is the time at the end of the

first extensor EMG burst. The time courses of R and L with respect to

t* are hypothesized as shown at the top of the figure.

4. At t = 0, L turns NR on, which then turns NE on (see 6 below), all with

delay less than de. Nf's output firing rate rises and falls somewhat

sporadically, but peaks at the L.gF level. The stretch reflex pathway,

SPF, into NF is intially inactive as noted in assumption 1 above. zI's

output equals the algebraic sum of its inputs. NF keeps NE shut off

over the reciprocal inhibitory pathway.

5. At time 0, a shot out of ND turns NF off to end the first flexor EMG

burst. c and k in the formula for 0 are scaling ccnstants. Since L

turns ND on, the value of c would be 0 if the flexor muscle M. were
D r

perfectly linear in L and if no co-contraction of M, and M, were

necessary to stabiize the elbow joint during movement. Since neither

of these corditicns holds, c > 0. After NE shuts off, N is no icnger

inhibited ana turrs On. Then N- keeps N shut off bv reciprocal

inhibition.



6. Backtracking a bit, only one of NRS outputs is on at a time. Initially,

L turns N RS ZF output on, which is necessary to keep NF on. Later

ND s output shot switches NR s output over to zE, which is necessary to

keep NE on.

7. NR' s input TF provides NR with an estimate of MF's tension, as czmputeo

(or simulated) by NhF. The function hF is NhF s estimate of M-is twitch

response function hF (see Part II-A-1) on the E/Q/o model). In contrast

with the nervous system, we would model Nh-'s output at time t with

t

NF(O)hF(t-a)da. By assumption 4 above, the flexor tendon organ

o

response, TORF, is effectively unavailaole to !1h, for at least 80-85 ins.
r

Mutatis mutandis, N, s extensor circuits are the same as its flexor ones.

8. If our movement is entirely feedforward, some such centers as Nh, and

Nh are necessary to control N- and N,'s development of an appropriatelyEr

stiff arm posture at the end of the movement (assumotion I atcve/. The

possibility that there are Nh- and Nh- circuits in the cerebellum seems

to fit Eccles' concept of the cerebellum as a control reference in fast

voluntary movements (Eccles, 1977). Lagasse, 1975's results showing

that EMG temporal organizations for fast human limb movements don't

change with fatigue support the idea that such movements are entirely

feedforward.

9. When N 4R s TE input reaches the desired final level, NR s output switchesR R

from z- to L- in case 7 is not up to the desired final level, ano toF F-

Z in case i is jo to 4ts final level. An active Z sicnals the enc of
C

tre movemrent arc 56::Secu"e7: C-e Is'a-ement clf tne nor-ral -cszjr a, -'ante-
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nance mechanisms. The desired final flexor and extensor tensions are

denoted TF and TE, and are assumed to satisfy TER T L (assumption 4

above). Thus (TF/TE) = R, and the NR compcnent in Fig. 11-4 has suffi-

cient inputs to compute all of its outputs.

10. If we assume some background SPF, SPE, and other noise, the sequence of

events in 9 will not always be as simple as described. The first

NF or N Ej'.'G burst might sometimes be cut off prematurely, forcing

another one or even two small bursts later on (see the L time course,

top right in Figure >.-4). The fanous third EMG burst (e.g., Wadman,

et al., 1980) might be accounted for in this way -- an attractive

hypothesis because Kroll's experiments to date with highly practiced

subjects usually don't show a third EMG burst. The ability of the

control components in Fig 11-4 to learn (with lots of practice) the

amount of viscoelastic braking that actually occurs, the force-velocity

and force-length relationships of the muscles, and various nonlineari-

ties of the system, offer other adaptation possibilities.

11. The - symbol in Fig. I-4 points to likely adaptation sites as the

same movement is practiced over successive trials and days.

12. ND and the (N., NhF,NhE) ccmplex could be combinea insteac of function-

ally partitioned as shcwn, but that would defeat the purpose of the

Im



I-B Proposed Modelling Studies Next Year

We wish to proceed on three fronts:

1. The E/Q/ model will be adjusted, and perhaps revised or augmented, to

fit Kroll's experimental results. His tests with different loads and

fatigue levels should be very helpful to us during this phase.

2. The Com/Cont/E model will be scrutinized. In particular, the N and Nh

components will be checked for plausibility against Kroll's fatigue

and load variational test data. We now believe that "efferent-copy"

MF simulators such as the Nh functions actually exist (perhaps at the

highly integrative thalamic level atop the brain stem reticular forma-

tion, or in the cerebellum), but we shall seek more evidence to support

this idea. We also plan pilot tests of various kinds to further

elucidate the role of stretch reflexes at different times during and

immediately following fast arm movements. To date, Wadman et a].

(1979) have shown that when a subject's planned fast arm movement is

unexpectedly blocked, the pattern of EMG activity over at least the

first 100 ms is the same as before blocking. But we know of nothing

else in the literature on the dynamics of rapidly changing the set

points of stretch reflexes.

3. We shall develop computer programs in PASCAL for solving the nonlinear

delay-differential equations that will arise when the E/Q/ model is

augmentec to include feedback stretch reflex information. Banks

(1979, 1980) has recently developed the requisite mathematical methods,

but as yet PASCAL programs to implement them do not exist.

In I to 3 above, we shall be especially watchful of adaptation parane-

ters and characteristics. In year three of the contract, we shall apply



the results of the first two years to a search for better ways to measure

and train optimally coordinated fast human limb movements, with an emphasis

on kinesthetic learning.

V Note on RA Budaet for Kilmer

UMass now has no limits on what RAs can make. The going rate for a

full RA to a grad student in the Engineering School is at least 6000 per

year, and for Ph.D. students this will probably soar to over 10,000 per

year within the next year (due to the new UMass-Industry Program headed by the

Dean of Engineering). We will try to hold the line, however, at the

originally proposed 5700 per year.
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Personnel Change (for Kilmer)

By the end of February 1981 the modelling project's RA will change from

Ms. V. Congdon, who is leaving school to accept a job, to R. Pelosi, a Ph.D.

student in the IE/Operations Research Department. Ms. Congdon will complete

the EMG-torque-movement simulation programme before leaving. Her work has

been of the highest professional caliber (cf. Appendix A, a listing of our

PASCAL simulation programme). Mr. Pelosi will need much of the spring term

after March 1 to train for the continuation of Congdon's work.

A

7 <
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APPENDIX A

Contents:

1) An example test record of a subject whose responses were
modelled.

2) Model output from the computer when the example test records
EMG tracesin 1) were used to derive the input to the model.

3) Computer plot of in 2) versus time. Drawn in for comparison
is 0 of 1).

4) Documentation for and listina of the PASCAL program that
produced the output of 2).

NOTE BENE:

The text of the report was prepared before the computer run for this

appendix was made. Some late changes in the PASCAL program are NOT incor-

porated into the report. They include the new values of the model

parameters given in the header of 2), where Pl, P2, and P3 are the P

parameters of equations (14) and (15). Also, C, was changed to equal

C until p's first return to 0 degrees after its initial overshoot of

the target position, and to equal C 2 after that. This causes to be

heavily damped upon its first return to target as required by the test

data. Our comouter studies showed that with the long delays in the

stretch reflex loop, nonlinearities in the nerve-to-muscle pathways

present or not, the required damping could only come from a large increase

in vicoelastic damping. Thus we are postulating a new mechanism on the

basis of our model simulation results.

n~~~rr n n{'m ~~. ... .. .. ... li'' lnnihml... .. I
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MODEL : E / / PMIDOT ( EMG / TCRGLE / ANGULAR VELGC:TY

E: EXTENEOR (TRICEPS)
F FLEXOR (SICEPS)
1 : INDICATES TPE 1.0 LINE
0 INDICATES THE 0.0 LINE

0. OE I

10.000 OE F 1
20.000 OE F 1
30.000 OE F 1
40.000 OE F1
50.000 OE F 1
60.000 0 E F 1
70.000 0E F 1
80.000 0 E F 1

90.000 0 E F

100.00 OFE I
10.00 OFE 1
120.00 OFE 1
130.00 OFE 1
140.00 OF E 1

150.00 OF E 1

160.00 OF E 1

170.00 OF E IISOO0OF 1
180 .00 ,,E I

190.00 OF E 1
z0o.co OF E 1210.00 OF E 1
ZO.0O OF E I

230.00 OF El

240.00 OF El

250.00 OF El

250.00 OF El

270.00 OF El

2EO.O0 OF El

290.00 OF El

300.00 OF El

310.00 OE 1

320.00 OE 1

330.00 OE F I

340.00 OE F 1

350.00 OE F I

3S0.00 OE 1

370.00 OE 1

30.00 OE 1

390.00 ^E 1
400.00 OE I
4!0.00 OE I
420.00 OE 1

430.00 OE I

440.00 OE 1
450.00 OE I

460.00 OE I

470.00 OE 1
4S0.¢0 OE I
490.00 OE
!00.00 OE

ow
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Appendix A : PASCAL Prgramn for E/ /PHI Model

Listing of ?ASCAL PROGRAM develpoed for EMG-Torque-:4ovement
simulation model. Written and tested by Valerie Congdon in col-
laboration with Prof. W. Kilmer, Fall and Winter 1930, 1981.

Section Titles

Notation

Titles and Global Variables

Procedures and Functions

The Main Program

Input anJ Output

Exemplary 3utput



Notation

SYMEOL IN TEXT SYMBOL(S) IN FRCCRA11

-----------------------------------------------------

, ;, '" PHI,PHIDCT,PHIDDGT ; Position,Velocity.Acceleration

QE' QF QUEE , QUEF ; Torque produced by triceps,biceps

C, C ZETA,CZETA ; viscoelastic damping term , constant

PSIV( dot ) ; Force-Velocity Relation

PSII( ... ) ; Integral Factor of Torque

EMG ET , GETEMG( EMGTRICEPS): Smoothed EMG for triceps

EMG* EB , GETEMG( EMGBICEPS ): Smcothed EMG for biceps

-MG EMGF EMGE,EMGF ; Corrected EMG variables;EXTENSCRFLEXCR

EMG = EG** + EMG* EMG ; Function which returns Corrected ENG values.

G(r) GOFTAU ; equals 0.0 if PHI >= 0, 1.0 otherwise

hE(t-r) AITCH(T-TAU,EXTENSCR); Response of EXTENSOR

hF(t-:) AITCH(T-TAU,FLEXOR) ; Response of FLEXOR

q QUE( MUSCLE ) ; q computed for AITCH function

q QE ; q in AITCH Function for EXTENSOR

qQF ; q in AITCH functicn for FLEXOR

U, E ' uF  MU , MUE , MUF

'E' FX , XIE , XIF

AAE, AF A , AE , AF

k, kE, kF K , KE , KF

:, Z, t* TAU , SIGMA , TSTAR

t T , ATTIME ; time variables

S19 
51E' 31F BETAI , BETAlE , BETAIF

Z2' 2E' :2F mETA2 . EETA2E , BETA2F

ex, cos x EXP(X) , CCS(XRADIANS)

P1, P2, D3



Notation

OTHER SYMECLS :N PRCGRAM

TRAPEZOID ; Rule for integration
HTRAP ; step size in trapezoid rule

LASTCNE , LASTFUN , FUN ; Hold the last
integration value , the last value of t

the function , and the current function value
HRUNGE ; step size in Runge-Kutta Rule(PSII)

INITALL ; Initializing Procedure
SAVEIT,ONTO = ARRAY[I..7C,O..2] of REAL

SAVEPHIS ; ARRAY to hold values of PHI,PHIDCT,PHIDDCT
PUSH ; Procedure to save PHI values in ARRAY SAVEFHIS

READEMGFILE ; Read Input Procedure
EMGFILE ; input file
CUTFILE , TAFEG , TAPEI ; Cutput Files
MM , DD , YY ; Mounth , Day and Year for Subject ID.

SUB , AP , SES ; Subject No.,AM or FM , session
BL , TR ; Block and Trial numbers
WHICHCNE (EXTENZOR , FLEXOR)
MUSCLE is of type WHICHONE
REAL2D = ARRAY[O..25,1..2] of REAL
EMGA , E.GTRICEP , EMGBICEP are of type REAL2D
VALU , TIME ; constants for array posticn
MAX , MAXEMGTME ; hold value of maximum time to run



TITLES 
AND GL:SAL 

VARIABLES

(*THE FAS7 !CV PRCCRA~i WAS "RITTEzN, 'ESIS EnD, AND .MPLEMENTE BY *
VALEIE CCN~C:N , M.S. CC PU7E.7 AND 1.jFCR. ATCN EC:ENC7, U P

(4 FCR THE RESEARCH BEING CONDUCTED BY DRS. -TI LIAM KILMER bc THE U
(* ELECTRIZ.L AND C'MPUTER ENG;NEMRING DEPARTM ENIT ANDt 4L'E KCLL 4)

O * F THE Z?'EW'~s SCIENCE DEATMN FU'4ZED BY THE ARY MEDICAL
( RESEARCH CCMM.AND

PROGRAM FASTMOV(INUT/.OUTPUT/.EMGCFILE , CUTFILE,TAPEO , TAPE 3

CONST
TS ''

TA81I FAST MOVEMENT PRO.ECT '
TAB" = DEPARTMENT OF EEC SC:EN'CE
TASIG UNIVERSITY CF MASSACHUSET7S/AMH:ERST'
TA814 = PRINCIPLE !VESTI :ATCRS D R. WILLIAM KILM E AND 'R. W4ALTER XRCLL';
TA813 = RESEARCH ASSISTANTS :VALERIE CCNGZ6N AND JE^N ECUCHER'
TASIS = MODEL :E / G / PHTDOT CEND / TGRGUE / ANGULAR VELOCITY
TA817 z MODEL PAPAMETERS
TABIS = TRAPEZOID RULE STEP SIZE
TABIS =RUNGE-KUTTA RULE STEP SIZE:
TABIlO= A X BETAI BETA' XI MU D(AITCH)

TABU5'S ' DATE SUBJECT Ai,'Pt SESSION BLCK TRIAL
TABIIZ= ' SUBJECT ID ';

TABIID: -- -
TAEI14= TIME EMG EMOG PHI PHI PHI PSIV PSIZIE GE PShIF s~TABI15= (MSEC) (BICEP)CTRICEP) (POS) (lVEL) (AC--)

TYPE
WHICHONE CFLEXOR , E' TENSCR
REALZI ARRAYtO. 25,1..22- OF REAL
SAVE:T =A,3RAYrl. .70,0. .Z2 CF REAL ; (4 NOTE: 7J MU +X1 DELAY(=20) *

VAR EMOB ICL- PEAL:D
ENSTRICETP: REAL20
SAVEPHIS :SAVEIT

ET ,ES , PSIVE , PSIIE ,PSIIF

GLJEE GUZF
PHI ,PHIrDOT ,PHIDDOT REAL
BETAIF ,BE7AlE

BETA2F ,BE AZE
XIF X )E
MUF "!LZ
AF , AE , KF *KE
ZEA , CZETAI "rTAZ , CZETA
GF, GE :REAL;
LASTPHI LASTPH::T ,LASTPHI'DDT

P, P2 P, Zz !FAU * A ELAY REAL
BACXINTIME , MDYUPS~2,R I!TEZER
HTRAP , HRUNGE REAL ;(4 H FOR TRAPEZOID AND RUNDE-KUTTA RULES U)
EMGFILE ,OUTF:LE ,TAPEO TAFEI : EN-T
DAMPSET :BCCLZAN



Procedujr-s and , -?t ).

.Rzads 4n data f'm noi: fil'a 3rand iacas
in tne aoorcosriat.e 3rr3i. Zie :nput 3nd &uLt:zut section.

.7or a particular time this fjncIon ca!-uia~es --e
3Sntned E:1c value for either rne :2Iexcr Dr extensor.

JNCTION :I

Computes Augm~ented £-Z al.;es.

PROCEDUJRE- PUSH
Saves PH,?:FHDO)T,and ?H DDOT values back in time.

-or e~.nset of beta values this f,.nction cal'oulates
the used in the h~t-tau) furncticn'CSee text).

FUNCTI2N AI:-i
The reflex anud mc! nical response :;f the fiwexor or
extensor is retirned from tnis fuinction. ( ~-~)

A numerical metnod for ar:ximating -he inzigra w.- wn
determines tne valia of PH: from rAHI:3 and ?n
from PHIDDO:.

FUJNCTTDN pS:'z
7'-e Force-'elocit1y relation is returned wn-an 3,ien
PHID)- as a para-niter.

Runge-Krta meornod for i-ntegration.

:ntiz~: ) f ii- :onstants , var,'Ies and Brra .
:n addition the header3 of the output files are printed.



PROCEDURE READEMGFILECVAR EM GBICEP REAL20
VAR EMGiR:CEP: REAL2D (
VAR MAXE !GT:'E :REAL

VAR INDEX,TI1ME,VALU :INTECER

E.WF:LE :SCZCLEAN
BEGIN

RESET(EM1GFILE)
INDEX 0
TIM E !
VALU Z;
ENDFILE :=FALSE
READ(ENGFILE, M!1DD,YYSU3,AP.SES,EL.TR ,MAXE GTIM1E)

WHILE NOT ENDFILE SO
BEG IN

READ(EMGFILE,
E? GBICEPE!NDEXTIME]. EM'GBICEPEINDEXVALU3,

IF EMGBICEPCINDE'XTIMEJ >= MAXE11GTIME
THEN BEGIN

ENDFILE := TRUE
INDEX := INDEX - 1

END
ELSE

INDEX :=INDEX + I
END ;

END; (*END OF PROCEDURE READEMGFILE

FUNCTION CETEM1G( AT'IME , MAX-1GTIME REAL VAR EMGA REAL2D ,:REAL;
(THIS F'NCTI-N RETURNS THE VALUE CF THE EMG AT TIME ATTIM.E
USING THE FCLLCWING FCRMULA

F(X) ( B) - F(A) ) 8 - A ))*cX - A )+ F(A) *
CTHE EM GA HERE IS THE ARRAY HOLDING THE INTERVAL VALUES E.G. ENOBICEP

VAR PREVIOUSTI.E D REVICUSVP-LU :REAL
.TIMIE , VALU INDEX INTEGER

BEG IN
IF ATTIME < 0.0
THEN GETEMG 0.0
ELSE BEGIN
INDEX I
TIME I
VALU 2

CINCREMENT LNr.;, UNTIL UPPER SCUND OF INTERVAL IS FPOUND
WHILE (C AnNE > EMGA1INDEXTIME3) AND

ATTIME <= ' AEMGTlME))
DO INDEX :INDE;f +

(GET LONER BOUND CF INTERVAL 4
IF INDEX )
THEN BEGIN

PREVIOUSTIME :xEMGACINDEN-1,TINE3
PREVICUSVALU:= EMGA CIND'EX- 1, VALU3

END;

(.ATTIME IS ESUIAL TO UPPER BOUND CR WHOLE INTERVAL IS THE SAME VALUE
IF (( ATTINME E~lGAC:NDE<,Tj:ME3 ) OR ( ENlGACINEXVAL."' PREVICUSVALU )

THEN
GETEMG :EMCACIN&dEX',VALU3

ELSE
(4 UPPER SOUND IS ZERO THEREFCRE THE WHOLE INTERVAL IS ZEROES 4

IF EMGACINDEX.VALU2! 0.0
THEN GET-T!G := 0.0
ELSE

CATT:ME IS ZZE:4HERC 'NS:"E THE :NT-TRVAL 4
GETE7XG :=( El-GAC:DE;5,VALUI- PREVIOCUSVALU )

IEMOACINDEJ.'E: - P3EVO'UST'E))
.(ATTIME - PREVIOUSTY !E) + PCEYIZUSVALU

END(0 END CF FUNCTION OETEMG .



FUNCTION EMS( T , TAU REXL M MUSCLE WHICHCNE ) REAL
(* RETURNE THE AUGMENTED EM'G VALLE FOR EITHER THE FLEXCR 0R E(TEJSCR 4)

VAR BACK : INTEGER
EMGA : REALZD ; ZERO , ONE , TWO , X REAL

BEGIN
BACX :v TRUNC( T - TAU + DELA' )ZRO ;= SAVEPHIS[BACK , 0 2 ;
ONE :z SAVEPHISZBACK , 1 ;
TWO := SAVEPHISrBACK , 2 3

IF MUSCLE = FLEXOR
THEN BEGIN

EMGA :z EJMGBICEP
X :z ZERO + P2 ONE + P3* TWO

END
ELSE BEGIN

EMGA := EMOTRICEP
X :x -1.0 * ZERO - P2 * ONE - P3 *TWO

END ;

IF (( ZERO >= 0.0 ) AND (GGFTAU = 0.0))
THEN

ElG := GETEMG(TAU,MAX,EMOA)
ELSE BEG:N

GGFTAU := 1.0 ;
IF X > 0.0 (* CUSPED BRACKETS RULE )
THEN

EMG : PI * X * GOFTAU) + GETG(CTAU,MAX,EMGA)
ELSE

EN G := GETE'.GCTAU,MAX,E'IGA)END
END ;(* END CF FUNCTICN EMG U

PROCEDURE ?USH( VAR VO,Vl,V2 : REAL VAR CNTO SAVEIT)
(* PLACES THE VALUES VO,VI,VZ :N A STACX NAMED

ONTO WHICH SAVES UPTO 70(.U+XI+20) VALUES BACK IN TIME U

VAR I : INTEGER ;

BEGIN
FOR I := 0 70 BACKINTIME -2
DO BEGIN

CNTOBACXINT:ME-I,O2 := CNTOEBACXINTIME-I-1,03 ;
ONTOEBACKINTIME-I,1] := ONTO[BACKINT:ME-I-1,1' ;
CNTO[2ACKINT:ME-:,Z: 2 CTOESACINTINE-1-1,242

END ;
ONTGr:,0 2= 'O ;
ONTO[!,!; :2 VI ;
ONTOrI,23 :2 V2

END (. END OF PROCEDURE PUSH U



FUNCTION OUE( MUSCLE : WHICHONE ) REAL 42
C* THIS FUNCTION FINDS THE VALUE OF OLE SUCH THAT THE AITCH FUNCTION

CONDITIONS ARE SATISF:EO IE. GUE TIMES THE INTEGRAL 1.0 U

VARSIGMA r 81 , 82 , ,,I : REAL

BEGIN
IF MUSCLE a FLEXOR
THEN BEG:N

B1 :x BETAIF ;
82 :x BETAZF ;
XI :2 XIF

END
ELSE BEGIN

81 := BETA1E ;
82 := BETA2E ;
XI :2 XIE ;

END;

SIGMA := XI
GUE :a 1.0 / (( EXP( -1.0.82*SIGMA) - 1.0) / 82 )

(( 1.0 - EXP( -1.0*81*SIGMA ) ) / 81 1) )
END ;

(4 END OF FUNCTION GUE U

FUNCTION AITCH( TIME : REAL ; MUSCLE : WHICHONE ): REAL
(* THE AITCH FUNCTION RETURNS THE REFLEX AND MECHANICAL

RESPONSE VALUE FOR TIME T - TAU U

VAR
HH , 0 , 81 , 8Z , XI , MU , TSTAR : REAL

BEGIN
IF MUSCLE 2 FLEXOR
THEN BEGIN

0 := OF ;
81 :x BETAIF
B2 2 SETA2F ;
XI :=XIF;
MU : UF ;

END
ELSE BEGIN

0 :a GE ;
8! := BETAIE ;
2 := BETA2E :
XI :x XIE
MU :2 MUEEND;

IF (( TIME < MU ) OR C TIME ( CXI + MU) ))
THEN AITCH = 0.0
ELSE

BEGIN
TSTAR :z TIME - MU
HH :x 0 ( EXP( -1.0*81*TSTAR ) - EXP(-1.0*BZ*TSTAR ) )
AITCH :- HH ;
(*WRITELN(' H(',TIME:4:O,') s ',HH:IO:5) ;*

END
END;

(4 END FUNCTION AITCH U

FUNCTION TRAFEZOID( HTRAP , LASTCNE , LASTFUN , FUN : REAL) : REAL
C. WE ARE USING "HE TRAPEZOID RULE TO GET PH,' FROM PHIOCT FRCM PHZOOCT

E.G. PH:(N) 2 PHI(N-l) + .5*HTRAP*( PHIDOT N-I) + PHITOT(J)
LASTONE LASTFLN FUN *1

BEGIN
TRAPEZOID :x LASTONE + 0.5f HTRAP * C LASTFUN + FUN )

END ;
(4 END OF FUNCTION TRAPEZOID U



FUNCTION PSIV( DOT : REAL ) REAL 43
(, PSIV , THE FORCE - VELOCITY RELATIONSHIP 4)
(* PSIV PSIVE = PSVF 4)

VAR X REAL;
BEGINX := 1.0 - DOT / 1000.0

IF X >= 0.0
THEN PSIV : X
ELSE PSIV := 0.0END:

(. END OF FUNCTION PSIV )

FUNCTION PSII( MUSCLE : WHICHONE ; T REAL) REAL ;
(. THE RUNCE-KUTTA METHOD FOR INTECRAT:ON IS USED HERE

REF: NUMERICAL METHODS ; DAHLOUIST ET.AL. ,PRENTICE
HALL, 1974. PP 346-7

VAR INTEGRAL , X r KONE , KTWO , KTHREE A H
XI , MU : REAL ;
I r NUMINTS : INTEGER

FUNCTION F( TAU , T : REAL ; MUSCLE : WHICHCNE : REAL

VAR EMGA REAL2D ; K : REAL ;

BEGIN IF MUSCLE FLEXOR
THEN K KF
ELSE K := KE

F K * EG( T , TAU MUSCLE
* AITCH( T-TAU , MUSCLE

END ; C. END OF FUNCTION F IN PSI )

BEGIN (* PSII MAIN SECTION *)

IF MUSCLE = FLEXOR
THEN BEGIN

XI := XIF ;
MU := MUF ;
A := AF

END
ELSE BEGIN

XI := XIE ;
MU MUE ;
A :: AE

END ;

H := HRUNGE ;
INTEGRAL := 0.0
NUMINTS ;2 TRUNC( (XI/H) - 1.0

FOR I := 0 TO NUMINTS
DO BEGIN

X := T - MU - XI + (H* I) ;( TAU IN TEXT*)
KONE : F( X , T , MUSCLE )
KTWO :F X + H/Z.0 T, 'LLE
KTHREE F( X + H , T , MLSOL

INTEGRAL :: :NTEORAL + ((H/S.C) C KCNE + 4.0 * KTO + TrJREZ )END ;

2SI: :r A c : 0.017:!:2) * :NTER^L
(4 PHI IN RADIANS 2P7 / S0 *)

END , * END OF F'.NC:CON PSII *



PROCEDURE INITALL

VAR 4
I NTEGER

BEGIN
DA)IPSET := FALSS
REWRIT(UTFILE)
RENRIT-r(TAPEO)
REWRITE(TAPEI)

CZETA1 : 0.01
CZETAZ : 0.08
SETAlE 0.10 ; BE'A'S :z 0.15 ;
BETAIF :20.10 ; BETAF :20.15;

XIE :240.0

XIF :~40.0
MUE 60s.0
MLF 2 5.0
GE X2 'E( EXTENSOR)
OF :O UE( FLEXCR

HTRAP :21.0

HRUNGE :20.5

P1 :2 0.00
P2 :2 0.0
P3 :2 00.0
GOFTAU := 0.0

KE ::0.40;

AE 02 .10 ;
AF :z 0.1

PHI := 60.0
PHIDOT :20.0

PHIDDOT :20.0

LASTPHI :z 60.0
LASTPHIIOT := 0.0
LAsrpH.DDOT := 0.0

DELAY -= 20.0
SACKINT.7ME := TRUNCC MUE + XIE + DELAY)

FOR I := I TO BACXINTIME
DO BEGIN

SAVEPHISt1 03 0.0 (*PHI *
SAVEPHISr:.1I : 0.0 * HxrCr
sAVEPHISrI124 2 0.0 (4 =H'DT*

END ;

READEMCFILS( CIGGBI:EPP r MAX'S

W.RTELNCOUTFILE) ; 4R7ELN(CUTFIL-);
wRl"ELN(CU'TrILE, TAB!!) ; "EL(CUTFILE)
wqZEL! TFPLE , 7A8BI2)

WRITELM(CUTFILE , 74813 ;,RTELN(CUTFILE)
WRITE..N(CUTFILE , TAB4) 01TELN(CUTFILE ,TA315)
URITELN(CUTFLE) ;WEAC7~~
4'7 1TELM~CUTF:.LE , T.18:S) ;WRITELN(CUTFILS) ; RITE.N(WMIFILEI
WRlITEL~l(CUTF:'LZ , -1.8!7,' DELAY : ,EAY:3:2)
MvRITELIJ(wCU7'FiL-=TA 8,TR 4:1,' Pi :',P1:6:3. P2 ,:33

P3:',?3:3:3)
o RITELN(U"L;7ILE TASS1, HRL.NGE:4:1,' C' TA' : ',CMS7AI:3:3,' CZE-7A2 :',C -AZ3
'JRITELN(O'TFIL:) ;
WRITT-LN(CUTFILE ,TABI4')

~RITLN(UTFE, ':TESCR ',AE:4:Z,XE:Q':Z,2E7A!E:5:Z,
BETA2E:S::, Su:~,~E32 E: S:5

2ETAF:5r:Z, fX:F:3::27 MUF:S:2, 3F:8:5
WR:TELN(CUTF:.E);

RTTEA(CU7:LE, T.A3III) '.RIELNXCUTFILE)

AR:TELN(CUFILE, S7EL Z uTF::E

OUTF 17L~ LUF.E) ITWULlT3Il :TELN C4UTF1LE)
END ; 4 E%-D CF PROCELRE IN:7ALL *



45
STHE MAIN PROGRAM - --- --------------

INITALL

T := 0.0

WHILE T <= MAX
DO BEGIN

ET :2GETEMG(T, MAX, EMGTRICZP)
ES :2GETEMG(T, MAX EMGBICEP)

PSIVE 2PSIV( PHIDOT
PSIrE :2PSII( EXITENSCR ,T ) ;
PSIIF :2PSIIf FLENIR ,T );
GUEE :2PSIVE * PSVIS ;
GUEF :=PSIVE *PSIIF

IF U( PHI > 0.0 ) AND ( PHIDOT >0.0 )
THEN DAIIPSET TRUE

IF DAMPSET
THEN CZETA CETA2
ELSE CZETA CZETA1

PHIDDOT G UEE - GUEF - CZETA*PHIDOT
(* ZETA 0)

PHIDOT :2TRAPEZOID( HTRAP , LASTPHIDOT ,LASTPHIDDOT , PHIDDOT

PHI =TRAPEZOID( HTRAP , LASTPHI , L.ASTPHIDOT rPHIDOT

CWRITE TO OUTPUT FILE*)
IF ( TRUNCCT) MOD 10)20

THEN BEGIN
iRITELN(TAPEO7EB:3:4.ET:e:4
WRITELN(TAPE1,rHi:S:;.PHIDOT:2:4
WRITELN(CUr :ILE,7:3:0,' '.E8:7:3,Er:q:3,PHr:S:4,

PHIDOT:a:4,PHIDD0T:S:4,PSIVE:S:4,PSIIE:S:4,OUEE:S:4,
PslIF:s:4fGurS: --4) EJ41;

PUSH( PHI,PHIDOT,PHIDDOT,SAVEPHIS);
IF T *555
THEN FOR I :z I TO BACXINTIME

DO
WRITELN( I:4,SAVEPHISrI,01:a:o,SAVEPHISrr, 12:S:3,

SAVEPHISCI,21:9:3 ;

LASTPHI PHIPHI
L.ASTPHIDOT PHIDOT
LASTPHIDCOT : PHI::CT

T :z T +1.0

END
END.



Input and Output
46

EMGFILE : Input file containg the Smoothed EMG data

OUTFILE : Output file showing values used/computed in table form
TIME , ET , EB , PHI , PHIDOT , PHIDDOT , PSIV
PSIIE , QE , PSIIF , QF .

TAPED Output file holding values of ET and EB for PLOT Program

TAPE : Output file holding values of PHI and PHIDOT for
PLOTPHI Program.

PLOT Program : Written in FORTRAN this Program plots the

EMG values over time. TAPEO is its input file.

PLOTPHI Program Written in FORTRAN this Program plots the
Position and velocity values over time.
TAPEl is its input file.

• i ... ... .... .. 7 :..



EMGFILE 47

Line number 1 contains the Subject Identificaion numbers
and the maximum time of trial.

Lines 2 through (a possible)26 hold the following data

Column I : The Biceps stop time of interval
Column 2 : The Biceps value at end of interval
Column 3 : The Triceps stop time of interval
Column 4 : The Triceps value at end of interval

Note : If either the Biceps or Triceps has fewer intervals the table
Must be padded so that each column has the same number of entries.

The SUBJECT ID. is made up of eight(8) variables

Mounth,Day,Year,Subject number,AM or PM,Session,Block,and Trial numbers.

EXAMPLE

On November 14,1980 subject 41 exercised in the AM for
the fourth day first session, block one and 15th trial aith
the following results after 500 milliseconds

11 14 80 1 0 4 1 15 500.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
64.0 0.65 166.0 0.07
96.0 0.65 136.0 0.58
323.0 0.0 228.0 0.95
324.0 0.09 300.0 0.95
350.0 0.13 350.0 0.0
500.0 0.0 500.0 0.0

K ...... .



OUTFILE

Contains the Parameters used and the values computed in PROGRAM FASTMCV.

Sample Header

FAST MOVEMENT PROJECT

DEPARTMENT OF EXERCISE SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS/AMHERST

PRINCIPLE INVESTIGATORS : DR. WILLIAM KILMER AND DR. WALTER KRCLL
RESEARCH ASSISTANTS : VALERIE CONODON AND JEAN BOUCHER

MODEL : E / 0 / PHIDOT EMS / TORQUE / ANGULAR VELOCITY

MODEL PARAMETERS DELAY : 20.00
TRAPEZOID RULE STEP SIZE :1.0 P : 0.030 PZ : 6.000 P3 : 20.000
RUNGE-KUTTA RULE STEP SIZE: 0.5 CZETAI : 0.010 CZETAZ : 0.500

A K BETAI BETA2 XI MU Q(AITCH)
EXTENSOR 0.10 0.40 0.09 0.15 40.00 60.00 0.24054
FLEXOR 0.10 0.65 0.09 0.15 40.00 60.00 0.24054

DATE SUBJECT AM/PM SESSION BLOCK TRIAL
SUBJECT ID : 11/14/80 1 0 4 1 15

TIME MG EMG PHI PHI PHI PSIV PSIIE GE PSIIF aF
(MSEC) (BICEP)(TRICEP) (PIS) (VEL) (ACC)

---------------------------- -------------------- --------

TAPEO :

Column I holds the value of the Smoothed EMO (BICEPS). (XXX.XXX,,)
Column 2 holds the value of the Smoothed EMS (TRICEPS). (XXX.XXXX)

TAPEI :

Column I holds the value of PHIt). (XXX.XXXX)
Column 2 holds tht value of PHIDOT(t). (,,.XXXX)



PLTo 49

PROGRAM PLOT( INPUT,CUTPUT1TAPEO)
*PLOTS TWO GRAPHS SIMULTANEOUSLY WITHIN THE RANGE -.5 TO 1.5
* TOTAL OF 51 POINTS.

DIMENSION DATA(51,3,3)
PRINT 20.

20 FORIAT(//9" MODEL :E 1 0 / PHIDOT CEMG /TORGUE/
+ *ANGULAR VELOCITY ),/ E :EXTENSOR (TRICEPS) 'Y/,
+n F : FLEXOR (BICEPS) *t/," 1 INDICATES THE 1.0 LINE",
+ 0~ : INDICATES THE 0.0 LINE //

Do 10 121,51
READ(0,50) DATI , DAT2

IF(EOF(0) )9,57
57 IF(DATI.GT.1.5) DATI m1.5

ZF(DATI.LT.-.5) DATI 2 .
56 IF(DAT2.GT.1.5) DAT2 = 1.5

IF(DAT2.LT.-.5) DAT2 -.5
IALT %10 

*
DATA(I11~l) z FLOAT(I*IALT) -10.0

DATA(I,1,2) =DATI
DATA(I,1 ,3) z HF
DATA(I,2,2) zDATZ
DATACI.2,3) = IHE
DATA(I,3,2) = 1
DATA(I.,3) = HI

10 CONTINUE
CALL POI(,:5,~.,.,HrSO

50 FORMAT(2FB.4)
9.9 END

SUBROUTINE PLOTIN(DATA,NX,MAXX,NYSETS,YMIN,YMAX,AXIS,lPWYIRCL)
DIMENSION DATACNAXX,NYSETS,3) ,PLOTZ( 120)PLT7
DO 9 Lm1,120PLT3

S PLOTZ(L)=IH PLOT 38
IF(YMAX.GE.YMIN)30T010 PLOT 45
PRINT Z,YM1IN,YMAX PLOT 4S

2 FORMAT(* MIIN Y IS GREATER THAN MAX '(*/* MIN Yz *,G17.10,* MAX Pa *PLOT 47

X G17.10) PLOT 48
RETURN

10 YINC=(Y~IAX-YMIN)/FLOAT(IPW-12) PLOT 50
DO 100 JXINX PLOT 51

DO 20 JYz1,NYSETS PLOT 52
Y=DATA(JX,JY,2) PLOT 53

IF(Y.GE.YMIN.AND.Y.LE.YMAX)GOTOOO PLOT 54
PRINT 3,Y PLOT 55

3 FORMAT(* Y VALUE DOES NOT FIT WITHIN DEFINED Y RANGE*,017.10) PLOT 56
RETURN

30 INDXzINT( .53+(Y-YMIN)/YINC)
IF(IN0X.LT.1) INDX:1 PLOT 59

IF(INDX.GT. 120)INDX=120 PLOT 60
PLOTZ(INDX)=DATA(J,JY,3) PLOT 61

20 CONTINUE
c

IF CAXIS.EO. 0)GOTO40 PLOT 62

IF(YMIN.GT.0)OO0 PLOT 63

IXAXIS=(O-YMIN) /YINC PLOT E

IF(PLOTZ(IXA'AIS).EG.1H )PLOTZ(IXAXIS)=AXIS PLOT E5

40 LEI:LENGTH (PLOTZ) PLOT 66

PRINT S,DATA(JXt,,),(FLOTZ(KJ,K=Irv)PLT7
5 FORMAT(G11.l,lX,120A1)PLT0

00 50 L=1,120 PLOT 71
50 PLCTZ(L)=1H PLOT 72
100 CONTINUE PLOT 73

RETURN PLOT 74

END PLOT 75
INTEGER FUNCTICN LENGTH(IARRAY)

C RETURNS L-NGTH CF NON-BLANK PART OF IARRAY.
DIMENSION !ARRAY(1'ZO)
LENIGTH0
DO 100 1:1,12-0
j~tz1-I
IF(IARRAY(J).NE.IH COTO 200

*100 CCwNTINUE
Z00 LENGTzi

$ END

- - .. I!Al~ 71



PLOTPHI

PROGRAM PLOTPHI (INPUT ,OUTPUT,TAPEl)
4PLOTS TWO GRAPHS Sl,',ULTANEOUSLY' WITHIN THE RANGE -150. TO 150.
*TOTAL OF 50 POINTS.

DIMENSION DATAtSI1 3,3)
PRINT 20

Z0 FORMATQ/," MODEL : E / 0 / PHIDOT (EMS TORGIJE / J
+ ANGULAR VELCCITY )~/'P :POSITICN (PHI) "I
+ ~V : VELOCITY * 100 (PHIDOT * 100) 11,

+ /,. ..... :INDICATES SO DEGREE LINE "r/r
+ £00000 :INDICATES 0 DEG~REE LINE /)

DO 10 121,51
READ(1,50) DATI DAT2

IF(ECF(I) )SS,57
57 DAT2 =DAT2 * 100.0

IF(DAT1.GT.150.) DATI= 150.
IF(DATI.LT.-150.) DAT1 = -150.

56 IF(DATZ.GT.150.) DATZ 110.
IFCDAT2.LT.-150.) DATZ zs10
IALT a10

DATA(I,1,1) = FLOAT(I*IALT) - 10,0
DATA(1 1 2) DATI
DATA(1,1,3) = IHP
DATA(I,Z,Z) =DAT2
DATA(112 '3) a IHV
DATA(I,3 '2) 2 O
DATA(1,3,3) =IH:

10 CONTINUE
CALL PLOTIN(DATA,51,51,3,-150.,150.,IH0.75,0)

50 FORM AT(2FS.4)
99 END

SUBROUTINE PLOTtN(OATA.N'A,MAXXNYSETS,YMIN,YMAXAXIS,IPW,IRCL)
DIMENSION QATA(I AXXrNYSETS,3),PLOT2(120O)

DO 9 L~1,1Z0 PLOT 37
9 PLCTZ(L)=1H PLOT 38

IF(YMAX.GE.YMIN)GCTO1O PLOT 45
PRINT 2,Y11IN,YM~AX PLOT 46

2 FORMIAT(* MIIN Y IS GREATER THAN MIAX Y*I4 MIN Y= *.Gl7.10,* M1AX Y=2 *PLOT 47
X 017.10) PLOT 48

RETURN
10 YINC:(YMA"-YMIN)/FLOAT(IPW-1Z) PLOT 50

DO 100 JX:1,NX PLOT 51
DO 20 JY=1,NYSETS PLOT 52
YzDATA(JX, JY,Z) PLOT 53
IF(Y.GE.YMIN.AND.Y.LE.YMAX)GOTO3O PLOT 54
PRINT 3,Y PLOT 55

3 FORMAT(* Y VALUE DOES NOT FIT WITHIN DEFINED Y RANGE*,Ii7.10) PLOT 56
RETURN

30 INDX=INT( .5+(Y-YM'IN)/YINC)
IF( INDX.LT.1) INDX:1 PLOT !8
IF( INDX(.GT.120) INDX=120 PLOT 6O
PLOT2! INDX~l=DATA(JXJY,3) PLOT 81

40 CONTINUE
C

IP(AXIS.Eg.0)GOT040 PLOT E2
IF(YMIN.GT.0)GOT040 PLOT 63
IXAXIS=(0-YMIN)/YINC PLOT 64
IF(PLOT!QXAXIS).Ea.lH )PLOT2(IXAXIS)=AXIS PLOT 65

40 LEN=LENaTH( PLOTZ) PLOT 6
PRINT 5,2ATA(JX,1,1),(PLOTZ(K),X:1,LEN)

5 FORMAT(G1I.5,lX,l1^0A1) PLOT 70
DO 50 Lz!,120 PLOT 71

50 PLOTZ(L)zlH PLOT 72
100 CONTINUE PLOT 73

RETURN PLOT 74
END PLOT 75

INTECER FUNCTION LEN!GTH(lARRAY)
C RETURNS LENGTH CF 'JCN-9L;NK PART CF IARRAY.

DIMENS'CN IARRAY(I0)
LENGTHx0
Do 100 121,120

IF(ZARRAY(J).NE.lH )GOTO ZZ00
100 CONTINUE
200 LENGTH.)

RETURN
END
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